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Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. You're going to love the Lexus IS ! First and foremost is the striking exterior. This 4
door, 5 passenger sedan has just over 80, miles. Lexus prioritized fit and finish as evidenced
by: leather upholstery, front bucket seats, and the power moon roof opens up the cabin to the
natural environment. It features an automatic transmission, rear-wheel drive, and a 3. We pride
ourselves in the quality that we offer on all of our vehicles. Stop by our dealership or give us a
call for more information. So it is easy to make an educated, hassle -free purchase from us.
Many of our competitors add freight, reconditioning or certification fees to their price quotes.
Your WOW price has no hidden charges. Just add tags, taxes and processing fee. You may also
check for open recalls at Hard to find low mileage IS this car drives incredible, matching
Michelin zr 18 inch wheels and tires quality leather interior tinted glass the list goes on, come
find out why the is the gem! Odometer is miles below market average! Please call us today at to
see this or any of our vehicles we have here on our lot. Thank you for looking! Financing
Available Regardless of your credit history or situation. Trade-Ins welcome! There are some
great extended service Contracts available for this vehicle, please inquire for rates, terms, and
coverage details. Low miles with brand new tires. Clean Carfax History with plenty of records
available upon request. This car is a beauty so hurry in before its gone! Call us or visit us online
at alphamotors. Great cars with competitive prices. Buy from us with confidence. We take pride
in what we do and we have been a proud automotive sales and service provider in the same
location since It is equipped with a 6 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Other with a
Other Leather interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. The vehicle is Glacier
Frost Mica with a Black interior. Avon Auto Brokers has been in business for over 30 yrs owner
Dana Nessen takes pride in his customers complete satisfaction. We specialize in high quality
pre-owned vehicles of all makes and models. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay.
No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject
to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Check out this
gently-used Lexus IS we recently got in. One of the best things about this Lexus IS is that it has
low, low mileage. It's ready for you to truly break it in. Added comfort with contemporary style is
the leather interior to heighten the quality and craftsmanship for the Lexus IS More information
about the Lexus IS The Lexus IS and IS sport sedans bring the driving feel of a sports coupe, in
a more practical four-door sedan body style, and have some available high-tech features that
aren't offered by their head-on competitors. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be
deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus,
illness or disease. Want to see this car? Visit the URL above and schedule a test drive brought
to your driveway. All cars are disinfected. List prices do not include taxes, registration, Shift
Service fee, or optional Vehicle Protection Plan. Please refer to Shift's website to view the total
price and estimate your monthly payment. How to protect your purchase? The quintessential
Lexus -- This Lexus IS speaks volumes about its owner, about uncompromising individuality, a
passion for driving and standards far above the ordinary. There is no reason why you shouldn't
buy this Lexus IS It is incomparable for the price and quality. More information about the Lexus
IS The Lexus IS family now includes something for most compact luxury coupe, convertible or
sedan shoppers--with offerings ranging from conservative all-weather all-wheel drive sedans to
sunny convertibles and serious track-duty sport sedans. The IS sedans ride and handle well and
offer some of the tech options of larger luxury models, while the IS C models have excellent
packaging with a tight-fitting, quick-folding automatic hardtop that stows away without taking
up the entire trunk. While Lexus makes an ES model that's roomier and more
comfortable-riding, the IS is considerably sportier in every way. Interesting features of this
model are choice of rear- or front-wheel drive in sedans, nicely appointed interior, sporty driving
feel, high-tech features and options, and Wide range of models Over 43 Million Happy
Customers have trusted us when buying or servicing their cars and trucks. That''s more than
any other automotive retailer. That''s why we offer processes and guarantees you won''t find
anywhere else. Quality and prestige abound with this Lexus IS Navigate through all the icky
weather with ease in this AWD-equipped Lexus IS , and even get non-stop traction for your
non-stop lifestyle! In addition to the amazing traction control, you may even qualify for an
insurance reduction with this AWD vehicle. A Lexus with as few miles as this one is a rare find.
This IS was gently driven and it shows. This Lexus IS is equipped with navigation, so you no
longer have to wonder if you're headed in the right direction. The interior of this Lexus IS has
been through meticulous inspection and could almost pass for a brand new vehicle. Thanks to
Jim Schmidt Family of Dealerships never ending goal to provide the lowest possible selling
price to our customers, This vehicle has been specially chosen to be a Value Priced Vehicle! To
achieve this lower price these vehicles are being sold as is, with no warranties. Price does not
include Tax,Title or Dealer Fees. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search.

Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home
delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and
Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Title issue.
Check Availability. No accidents. New Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Needed an auto due to phone and traffic issues. IS is quiet, comfortable, firm,
and way too fast! BMW suspension is sublime, and I do miss that aspect. No regrets. Sign Up.
Thanks to its horspower V6, sophisticated suspension and large list of features, the Lexus IS is
one of our top choices for a small luxury sport sedan. Lexus is rather unique in that it happens
to offer two entry-luxury sedans. The ES is designed for optimum comfort and coddling, while
the IS line is specialized for performance. This tactic allows the automaker to avoid the "jack of
all trades" approach that other automakers must use with their singular entry-level offerings
and therefore more directly appeal to consumer wants. Along with its lesser-horsepower
sibling, the IS , the IS replaced the original IS last year when it debuted as an all-new design.
From a performance standpoint, the IS simply rocks. This rear-drive sedan packs a hp V6
engine capable of propelling the car to 60 mph in 5. Strong brakes allow short stopping
distances and a double-wishbone front and independent multilink rear suspension, along with
optional inch wheels with performance tires, provide significant agility. Until Lexus' new
flagship sports car arrives, the IS is the most enjoyable model to drive in the brand's lineup.
Finding a winner isn't easy. The Lexus excels in power, comfort and features. Only in the more
esoteric areas of chassis response and driving enjoyment does the i prove to be superior. In
reality, it's hard to go wrong with any of these great machines. The Lexus IS is one of our top
choices, and sport sedan shoppers should definitely give it strong consideration. The Lexus IS
is a compact luxury sport sedan. Its singular trim level comes standard with inch wheels, a
moonroof, leather upholstery, power front seats, automatic dual-zone climate control and a
premium audio system with a six-disc CD changer and an auxiliary input jack for MP3 players.
Additional features are mostly offered through optional packages. Heated and ventilated front
seats, three-position driver and passenger seat memory, xenon HID headlights, adaptive front
lighting, a power rear sunshade, inch wheels and rain-sensing wipers are all available. So is a
navigation system, a Mark Levinson surround-sound audio system, satellite radio, Bluetooth
connectivity, dynamic cruise control, parking assist and a sport-tuned suspension. It makes hp
and pound-feet of torque. A six-speed automatic transmission with paddle shifters is standard.
Acceleration is quicker than that of many sports cars, and zero to 60 mph takes just 5. Safety
equipment for the Lexus IS includes front and rear side curtain airbags and front-seat side
airbags. Also standard is a full suite of electronic technologies -- traction control, stability
control, brake assist and antilock brakes. If the computer determines that a collision is
unavoidable, it preemptively stiffens the suspension, retracts the front seatbelts and
pre-initializes brake assist so increased braking is applied the instant the brake pedal is
depressed. With more than hp, a great chassis and spectacular brakes, the IS is an undeniable
performance car. There's no discernible exhaust note, but it builds speed easily, the chassis is
tenacious, and if there isn't going to be a manual transmission around, at least the paddles add
some involvement to the driving experience. Though steering feel is somewhat lacking, the
car's handling capabilities have been furthered this year via an optional sport-tuned suspension
and a cutoff switch for the stability and traction control systems. The Lexus IS boasts
impressive interior materials, an attractive cabin design and plenty of luxury amenities.
Everything from the soft-touch dash and door panels to the supple leather seats exudes high
quality. Like a lot of small luxury sedans, however, rear seating isn't as palatial, and the IS 's
wheelbase is 1. If you regularly carry adults -- or even large children -- in the rear seat, they
won't be particularly happy back there. Available styles include 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Lexus IS
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Isolated
steering feel, rear seat's tight legroom. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for

sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Introduced last year, the Lexus IS heads into
with a few changes meant to further its sporting credentials. A new "X" Package features a
sport-tuned suspension and the possibility of deleting the moonroof. There's also a cutoff
switch for the stability and traction control systems this year, a response to complaints from
critics and consumers who felt the systems were too intrusive when maximum performance
was desired. Read more. Write a review See all 40 reviews. Needed an auto due to phone and
traffic issues. IS is quiet, comfortable, firm, and way too fast! BMW suspension is sublime, and I
do miss that aspect. No regrets. My car is 4 months old and it needs a new transmission
already! I want Lexus to buy this car back from me! What else can I say about the car? Lexus
not remembering the seat settings when you open the car is lame. Not being able to use the nav
while driving is lame my passenger wants to use it, Lexus! The clearance in the driver's seat is
too small. For some reason, the passenger's seat has more headroom. Not providing a full sized
spare is a cop out. My car has the sports package and I have to say that the 'aluminum trim' on
the console should be aluminum and not grey plastic. Read less. I have this car for about 1
month and so far I am loving it. It is very fast! I have the standard audio system and I like the
sound quality. Make sure you get th
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e Navigation System. It is awesome! I researched for about 2 months and I am confident that I
made the right choice. Despite tough competition, there simply isn't a better car for the money. I
spent months looking at the competitors. The performance of this car will knock your socks off,
it's just a thrilling car to drive. A test drive in the pouring rain sold it for me. The advanced
electronics keep the car on track even when pressed hard in the rain, yet you feel totally
connected to the road. The build quality is tops and Lexus has been attentive to every detail. It's
a beautiful powerhouse, with the best navigation system out there. Everyone that gets in my car
drools, it's just that nice. The paddle shifters in this car trump much of the competition as there
are dedicated up and down shifters. See all 40 reviews of the Used Lexus IS Write a review. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the IS Sign Up.

